Design Considerations for Lumber Pile Covers in Air-Dry Yards

When air-drying green lumber a specified period of time or holding green inventory long enough for loss of value to occur, it is recommended to place “pile covers” on the lumber packs, to minimize lumber defects and discoloration resulting from exposure to the elements. While there are ample resources providing instructions on constructing pile covers, few address the trade-offs of material selection. This publication presents design and operational considerations for all sizes of lumber producers who are planning to invest time and money in fabricating pile covers. Employee safety and wellbeing should always be the first consideration of any sawmill management team. Any recommendations in this publication should first be verified that they adhere to federal and state occupational health regulations.

Degrade or loss of value of lumber stored in air-dry yards typically range from $21 – $54 per thousand board foot (MBF) and can easily reach $150 per MBF in poorly operated air-dry yards (Wengert 2006). Use of pile covers on stickered lumber, such as the ones shown in Figure 1, help to protect the top courses of lumber from undesirable discoloring and staining associated with sunlight and precipitation (Rietz 1970). Lumber

Figure 1. Pile covers in an air-dry yard help preserve the quality and value of the lumber by protecting the lumber from the elements. Photo source: Coos Forest Products.
producers should consider costs of the materials, timing of the outlay and return of capital, and operational efficiency in the lumber yard when considering the preferred materials to use for pile covers.

**PILE COVER DESIGN AND CONSIDERATIONS**

The ideal characteristics of materials to use in the fabrication of pile covers are (1) long-lasting, (2) easily repaired if damaged, and (3) readily available at a minimal cost. Most sawmills generate low-grade lumber and small dimension pallet cants that are ideal for constructing pile covers.

The minimal loss of revenue from using the materials in pile cover construction will be offset by the reduction of defects and discoloration of lumber during air-drying (McMillan and Wengert 1977). A 1966 study of air-drying practices in central Appalachia identified that red oak lumber piles with roof covers had, on average, lumber degrade losses of $3.38 per MBF in comparison to uncovered red oak piles that averaged devaluations of $15.50 per MBF (Cuppert 1966). This disparity in degrade can be attributed to fungus stains and sticker stains more easily developing when the lumber is repeatedly exposed to rain or snow (Rietz and Page 1971). In addition, fluctuations in moisture content caused by repetitive drying and moisture absorption exacerbates shrinkage defects – particularly splitting and checking that reduces lumber value (Forest Products Laboratory 1999).

Species such as ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa) and hard maple (Acer saccharum) are especially susceptible to darkening of the wood color which can substantially lower the market value of the lumber (Dawson-Andoh et al. 2004, Wagner et al. 2008). Ultraviolet light from the sun is a significant contributor to undesirable changes in lumber color (Kreber 1994). Pooling of water on lumber surfaces from rain or snowmelt can also be a factor in discoloration (Forest Products Laboratory 1999). An investment in pile covers can help enterprises maximize the value of the lumber produced.

Regardless of the roofing material that will be applied, it is recommended that pile cover construction start with a solid base consisting of 4-inch wide by 3½ -inch thick pallet cants. The pallet cants should be equal distance apart, with adequate space for the various width of forks on the different forklift types that will be used to move pile covers and lumber packs. Depending upon the roofing material, use of pallet cants for the base, can enable the pile covers to be stacked as shown in Figure 2. It is advisable that high-volume air-dry yards adopt a pile cover design that is stackable as it will assist in keeping the yard areas organized and optimize space. A thorough review of literature on best practices for lumber air-dry yards did not produce any recommendations that identified a need to align the lumber stickers and the pallet cants that comprise the base of the pile covers. Most likely, previous authors on the topic simply overlooked this topic in lieu of reiterating.
the importance of using pile covers to preserve lumber quality and in turn lumber value.

A recommendation that was consistent across all pertinent literature reviewed is that the roofing material should extend at least six inches over the ends of the lumber packs it will be protecting. This practice is recommended to help prevent checking and splitting on the ends of the lumber by minimizing exposure to the elements. It is not advisable to have an overhang on the front side of the pile cover that would come in contact with the vertical portion of a forklift mast and likely result in unwanted movement of the top lumber courses. Literature on the topic gives mixed opinion on the need for any overhang if commercial end coatings are applied to the lumber. There are also varying opinions on the benefits of designing the pile covers with a pitch to move water away more efficiently. Readers are encouraged to delve into the list of publications that went into forming this publication to learn more about the nuances of this aspect of pile cover construction.

When the topic of pile covers is raised among sawmill owners and managers, the need to secure the pile covers to the lumber packs will always be a point of debate. A strong argument can be made that securing pile covers is a common-sense operational procedure to prevent movement and possible toppling of the pile covers onto employees or equipment. However, if the air-dry yard does not typically experience high winds or if it somehow determined that the pile covers to be used can tolerate high winds, then the additional effort needed by an employee to secure a pile cover to a lumber pack may not be warranted. Additionally, the argument can be made that even if pile covers are not used, the same operational hazard remains if the top course of lumber is not somehow secured against unwanted movement. As previously mentioned, recommendations

C-Clamps for High Wind Situations

The U.S. Department of Agriculture offers some other suggestions such as C-clamps for preventing high winds from overturning pile covers. The relatively simple attachment apparatus shown in Figure 3 would require some upfront work to attach the strings to the pile cover but once in place, this design would likely last for up to twelve months before the string would need to be replaced.

Figure 3. Example of tie-downs to secure pile covers in place and prevent movement. Photo source: Coos Forest Products.
Commonly used materials for the roof component of pile covers include: 1) lumber, 2) plastic corrugated roofing panels, 3) metal corrugated roofing panels, or 4) a combination of lumber and a moisture resistant membrane. Choosing the material to affix to the pallet cants must be carefully considered as repetitive movement of the pile covers by forklifts will eventually cause failure.

**BOARD ROOFS**

Lumber pile covers can be created by affixing uniform thickness and variable width boards to uniform sized small dimension cants. The purpose of consistent sizes and materials is to have uniform weight distribution across the stack. The pile covers illustrated in Figure 4, are neither providing uniform distribution of fully protecting the lumber piles from the elements due to missing boards. To fully realize the protection that the pile covers can provide, the boards will need to be replaced. When low-grade lumber is used, the cost to repair the damaged pile covers is minimal. Other material choices can be more costly and likely not as easy to repair. Doubling the layers and overlapping the seams can add additional protection to help prevent the pooling of water on the lumber surfaces being protected by the pile covers.

Figure 4. The boards missing from the pile covers in the above photograph can easily be replaced with low-grade lumber that is generated at the sawmill. Photo source: Patrick M. Rappold.

Commonly Used Materials for the Roof Components of Pile Covers

1. Lumber
2. Plastic corrugated roofing panels
3. Metal corrugated roofing panels
4. A combination of lumber and a moisture resistant membrane.

Choosing the material to affix to the pallet cants must be carefully considered as repetitive movement of the pile covers by forklifts will eventually cause failure.
PLASTIC OR METAL CORRUGATED ROOFING PANELS

Galvanized steel or high-density plastic corrugated roofing panels are typically 26 – inches wide and precut to 6, 8, and 12– foot lengths. In terms of fabricating, the corrugated roof panels are easily attached to boards laid cross wise across pallet cants as illustrated in Figure 5. Since the corrugated roofing panels are much lighter than pieces of lumber, they are more susceptible to being moved by high winds. To add extra weight and decrease the effects of high winds, corrugated roofing panels in combination with a layer of boards can be fastened to pallet cants. While corrugated roofing panels do provide a great degree of protection from the weather, they are much more susceptible to damage by forklifts and holes are not easily repaired. Different epoxies can be used to patch small holes in metal and corrugated roofs, but the ability to repair large holes is limited and usually the entire panel needs to be replaced. However, the cost of corrugated panels can represent a significant investment for a large volume air-dry yard for a roof material that can easily be damaged when moving pile covers.

MOISTURE RESISTANT MEMBRANE BOARD ROOFS

Another option is a combination of lumber and a moisture resistant membrane “sandwiched” between two layers of boards fastened to pallet cants (Figure 6). Woven plastic lumber wrap or house wrap products that are used under the exterior siding of residential homes are both suitable materials to use. Woven plastic lumber wrap is water resistant and commonly used to protect finished softwood lumber during transport and storage. A bottom layer of boards provides a platform to affix the water-resistant membrane and protects the membrane from damage by forklifts when being placed on lumber piles. The top layer of boards not only adds weight, but it also helps protects the water-resistant membrane from being damaged if pile covers are stacked on one another when not in use. While using lumber wrap is not as cost effective as simply affixing individual

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Pile Cover</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Board Roofs        | • Inexpensive  
                     • Easy to fabricate  
                     • Easy to repair  
                     • Stackable on other pile covers for storage purposes | • Offers minimal protection against rain and snowmelt  
                     • Repetitive movement by forklifts can cause damage |
| Plastic or Metal Corrugated Roofing Panels | • Easy to Fabricate  
                     • High level of protection against rain, sun and snow melt | • Can be expensive to fabricate and repair  
                     • Repetitive movement by forklifts can cause damage  
                     • Not able to be stacked on other pile covers |
| Moisture Resistant Membrane Board Roofs | • High level of protection against rain, sun and snow melt  
                     • Stackable on other pile covers for storage purposes | • Can be expensive to fabricate and repair  
                     • Repetitive movement by forklifts can cause damage |

Table 1. Operational advantages and disadvantages of three pile cover designs

“Pile covers that can protect lumber from moisture, reducing drying time and degrades, have been shown to recoup the associated labor and material costs in five or six uses (von Segen 1981).”
boards to pallet cants, it does add an additional barrier against rain and snow melt. Pile covers that can protect lumber from moisture, reducing drying time and degrades, have been shown to recoup the associated labor and material costs in five or six uses (von Segen 1981).

**OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS**

The volume and value of the lumber being air-dried should be the driving factor when deciding upon which pile cover design will be used. High-volume lumber manufacturers will need to maximize the available space in air-dry yards so pile cover designs that allow for stacking during storage should be a main consideration. For manufacturers looking to minimize water stains in lumber, a pile cover design that offers the most protection against from rain and snow melt should be considered. Table 1 provides an overview of the advantages and disadvantages of the three pile cover designs presented in this publication.

Regardless of the pile cover design used, regular attention to the upkeep of the covers is necessary to ensure that loose boards are not compromising the integrity of the pile cover. Scheduling annual or semiannual pile cover maintenance should help to identify any issues that need to be addressed before snow and rain negatively affects the lumber. Instructing forklift operators to consolidate pile covers that need maintenance will facilitate efficient identification of repair needs.

---

“Regardless of the pile cover design used, regular attention to the upkeep of the covers is necessary to ensure that loose boards are not compromising the integrity of the pile cover.”

---
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